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Jesse Lee - Its A Girl Thing
Misc Unsigned Bands

Tuning:Capo 3
 intro:

G D Cadd9 G D Cadd9

      (verse)
 G                                                                          
you think roses are a waste  of time cause in 3 days they just wilt up and 
                  Em7    Cadd9                   G
die we want em  anyways,       its a girl thing. You think were pretty at 

the break of dawn when we wake up without our make up on we turn the other 
Em7  Cadd9
way,       hey its a girl thing

         (Chorus)
G                   D                      Em7               Cadd9
             
We love romance and candle lights you like cold beers we like fine wine, 
G                       D              Em7            Cadd9
you hardly talk we can talk all night, you wanna fix it we just wanna cry, 
        G
It s a girl thing

      (Verse 2)
       G
Were impulsive but cha  think its cute cause the last thing we need is a 
                             Em7       Cadd9              G
new pair of shoes we got a closet full       Its a girl thing. We say be 

honest does my but look fat you say the same thing no matter how much we 
              Em7            Cadd9                      G
ask cause you aint no fool,         Yea you know its a girl thing  
        Chorus

G                   D                      Em7               Cadd9
             
We love romance and candle lights you like cold beers we like fine wine, 
G                       D              Em7            Cadd9
you hardly talk we can talk all night, you wanna fix it we just wanna cry, 
         
    D                                          Cadd9
   We  wanna go dancin we think its kinda sweet when you step on our toes 
                      D                                        Cadd9     
with your 2 left feet when ya turn the radio up when our song comes on we 



                                     G
just cant help but sing along Its a girl thing 
            G               D                       Em7           Cadd9
  We love weddings  and diamond rings you want a girlfriend but ya dont 
             G                                  D                  Em7
want strings we want a 4 course meal you want Hooters wings the football 
          Cadd9
game on a plasma screen

    Chorus
G                   D                      Em7               Cadd9
             
We love romance and candle lights you like cold beers we like fine wine, 
G                       D              Em7            Cadd9
you hardly talk we can talk all night, you wanna fix it we just wanna cry, 
        G
It s a girl thing


